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Abstract:
As the number, type and use of technologies to support learning increases so do the
opportunities for using these technologies for feedback in liberal arts higher education.
Literature on electronic feedback (e-feedback) technologies varies depending on the
type. The paper looks at feedback, technologies and their affordances which would
allow instructors and designers to make informed decisions about when and how to use
them for learner-centered feedback. Guidelines for feedback are also presented.
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Providing Learner-centered Feedback Using a Variety of Technologies
Introduction
Nothing that we do to, or for, our students is more important than our assessment
of their work and the feedback we give them on it. The results of our assessment
influence our students for the rest of their lives and careers—fine if we get it
right, but unthinkable if we get it wrong (Race, Brown & Smith, 2005, p. xi).
Feedback is essential in learning. Learners need to know what they do well, where and
how they can improve, and any misconceptions they may have. Feedback is provided to learners
through comments or grades on formal assessments, body language, facial expressions, tone, and
comments made during the learning process. Feedback and assessment go hand-in-hand. It is the
feedback on assessment that will be the focus in this paper. The United Kingdom‘s Joint
Information Systems Committee (JISC) 2010 report: “Effective Assessment in a Digital Age”
defines feedback as: ―Qualitative information about their performance given to learners after an
assessment‖ (HEFCE, p. 56). This definition suggests that feedback is more than a number or
letter grade, which many would refer to as results. Feedback is the substance, comments and
suggestions, given to learners relating to their assessment events. This paper aims to introduce
readers to e-feedback for learner-centeredness. It is a starting point when considering choice of
technology for risk-free environment of electronic learning and assessment. E-feedback
technologies are not discipline-specific. They are context-dependent and many technologies will
work in numerous liberal arts courses.
If Boud is correct in that ―assessment methods and requirements probably have a greater
influence on how and what students learn than any other single factor‖ (1988, p. 35) and higher
education (HE) is moving steadily towards an increasingly technology-rich environment, then it
behooves educators to understand how these technologies are being used in e-assessment. A
benefit to using technology for feedback is that it can collapse space and time (Farmer, 2005).
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Learners and instructors perceive that they are closer; that there is no distance between them.
Technology can also provide immediate feedback, which learners greatly value, and is important
for the learning process. This is a strong motivator for learners.
Learner-centeredness involves learners being consulted in determining the topics and
issues explored and assessed in a course. ―The purposes and processes of assessment shift from
only assigning grades to include providing constructive feedback to assist student improvement.
Learner-centered teaching integrates assessment with feedback as part of the learning process‖
(Blumberg, 2009, p. 18). Learners take an active role in their learning experience.
Learner-centered feedback provides learners with guidance in evaluating their learning
while supporting their learning commitments (Schmitt, Huc, & Bachrach, 2010). In a learnercentered course the instructors‘ philosophy will incorporate a strong focus on learner decision
input and needs. Instructors mediate, with various tools, learning experiences by coaching
learners to help them improve and facilitating learner autonomy of learning and assessment
(Schmitt et. al, 2010). The learning experience is relevant and motivating to learners and
inspiring for instructors.
When moving towards a learner-centered approach the philosophy of the course will be
adjusted to put more focus on the learner. Rowntree (1994) suggests becoming aware of learner‘s
prior knowledge; identify ‗master‘ performers knowledge, skills and attitudes; be cognizant of
areas previous learners experienced difficulties; carefully consider appropriate learning
activities; consider appropriate assessment; consult and compare equivalent course results; and
determine the goals and learning objectives. Learner-centered students exhibit characteristics of:
(a) understanding reason for learning content; (b) self-awareness of learning abilities and
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knowledge acquisition; (c) problems solving; (d) retrieving and evaluating learning situations;
and (e) communicating their knowledge in real-world contexts (Blumberg, 2009).
Blumberg (2009) discusses advantages and criticisms of learner-centered assessment.
Advantages include: (a) students prepared to solve real-world problems; (b) skills and motivation
for lifelong learning; and (c) stronger academic achievement. Criticisms levied include: (a) less
material being covered; (b) increased negative attitudes towards and attrition in science in
technology courses; and (c) challenges in meeting accreditation standards.
As new technologies emerge, the affordances relating to assessment and feedback are
discovered. Rogers, Cheng and Hu (2007) note that history influences current perspectives and
evaluation choices; those who value standardized testing see less value in alternative assessment
while those who value classroom assessment are more open to alternative assessment. (p. 41).
Understanding how emerging technologies may be used in e-feedback combats this refined
thinking and opens assessment possibilities.
Feedback
Simonson, Smaldino, Albright and Zvacek (2006) state that a fluid course:
should provide regular feedback to students. If you do not receive feedback, then
you should contact your instructor and ask for information about your progress.
If the instructor cannot or will not provide feedback, this is a very bad sign, and
you might want to consider enrolling in a different course (p.174).
Feedback, assessment, e-assessment, and e-feedback are related but distinct terms.
Feedback is the information given to learners following an assessment. Students need to know
how they are doing in their learning journey. They need not only grades but also descriptions of
what they have done well, where they have gone wrong and suggestions on how to improve.
Feedback is essential for learner growth Mohr (2010).Quality feedback should be provided to all
learners regardless of the mode of delivery.
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Effective assessment and feedback can be defined as practice that equips
learners to study and perform to their best advantage in the complex disciplinary
fields of their choice, and to progress with confidence and skill as lifelong
learners, without adding to the assessment burden on academic staff (HEFCE,
2010, p. 8).
Like any form of communication, feedback requires interaction between a sender and a
receiver. Cantor advises that the learner and instructor can take on both roles at different times
(2008). ―Feedback should flow both from you, the instructor, to the learner and from the learner
to you. In this way, all participants in the learning activity are given an opportunity to confirm
progress, discuss concerns, and have input into the process‖ (Cantor, p. 45). Feedback is not just
the comments on a written assignment, or the grade on a test, but also includes the class
discussions, questions, and many of the interactions within the class group. E-feedback expedites
learner-instructor communication (Denton, Madden, Roberts & Rowe, 2008).
Boud and associates (2010) state:
Assessment is a central feature of teaching and the curriculum. It powerfully
frames how students learn and what students achieve. It is one of the most
significant influences on students‘ experience of higher education and all that
they gain from it. The reason for an explicit focus on improving assessment
practice is the huge impact it has on the quality of learning (p.1).
Ridgeway, McCusker and Pead (2004) define assessment as ―the process of collecting
information about a student to aid in making an evaluation about the progress of a student.‖ (p.
42). The interpretation of these results relative to outcomes or performance is evaluation.
McConnell (2006) sees assessment as being ―central to students‘ orientation to learning.‖ (p.
123). Learners need to know what they did well, what they did not do well, where they went
wrong and why. It involves ―identifying appropriate standards and criteria and making
judgements about quality‖ (Boud, 2000, p. 151).
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Kellough and Kellough (1999) identified seven purposes of assessment: (a) improve
learner learning; (b) identify learners‘ strengths and weaknesses; (c) review, assess, and improve
the effectiveness of different teaching strategies; (d) review, assess, and improve the
effectiveness of curricular programs; (e) improve teaching effectiveness; (f) provide useful
administrative data that will expedite decision making; and (g) to communicate with
stakeholders. This is true of feedback as well.
There are several types of assessment such as summative, formative, continuous, self,
product, process, and diagnostic. Summative assessment builds on continuous assessment (Bull
& McKenna, 2004; O‘Reilly & Morgan, 1999; Sclater, Conole, Warburton & Harvey, 2007;
Sclater & Howie, 2003). Continuous (formative) assessment is used throughout a course (Bull &
McKenna, 2004; O‘Reilly & Morgan, 1999; Sclater, Conole, Warburton & Harvey, 2007; Sclater
& Howie, 2003). Self-Assessment is authenticated or anonymous (Sclater, Conole, Warburton &
Harvey, 2007; Scater & Howie, 2003); often associated with reflection. Product assessment is the
―assessment of essays, worked calculations, multiple-choice tests, project reports, drawings,
constructions – where there is a physical product to assess‖; while performance assessment is
the ―assessment of an activity or process that may or may not result in any physical product‖
(Rowntree, 1994, p. 153). Diagnostic assessment is used by instructors to determine learners‘
prior knowledge (Bull & McKenna, 2004; O‘Reilly & Morgan, 1999; Sclater, Conole,
Warburton & Harvey, 2007; Sclater & Howie 2003).
The use of information and communications technologies (ICT) distinguishes assessment
from e-assessment which Ridgeway, McCusker and Pead (2004) describe as the ―processes
involving the implementation of ICT for the recording, transmission, presentation and processing
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of assessment material‖ (p. 41) ―E-assessment is flexible and supports the assessment of higher
order thinking, social skills, and group work‖ (Buzzetto-More & Alade, 2006, p. 256).
E-feedback can be defined as information provided to learners about their work using
electronic communications and technologies. When providing e-feedback it is important to
consider that learners may not have full context including meta-verbals and overall context of
how the class performed. Learners do not always seek clarity on feedback comments they do not
understand which presents challenges for instructors. E-feedback encompasses the process of
using technologies and tools such as typed comments, stylus scribing, audio, video, portfolio,
blogs, wikis, journals, quizzes, discussion forums, to name a few.
ICT and e-learning strategies facilitate effective learning assessment employing
alternative, authentic, and traditional methods (Bennett, 2002). It is important to take sufficient
time to plan and execute assessment and quality, meaningful feedback. Assessment and
feedback, while both important, do impact workloads. Technology can aid in this process.
Assessment lies at the heart of the learning experience: how learners are
assessed shapes their understanding of the curriculum and determines their
ability to progress. At the same time, assessment and feedback form a significant
part of a practitioners‘ workloads… (HEFCE, 2010, p. 5).
The purpose of feedback is to provide guidance to learners on their work, what was done
well, what could be improved, and perhaps how the learner can take their work to the next level.
Mohr (2010) claims that feedback that is provided well should enhance the learner‘s motivation,
confidence and self-esteem as well as provide direction. Mohr (2010) further states that
providing feedback benefits the instructor by providing the opportunity for growth of: personal
and professional skills; communication skills; and should provide progress on learners and
therefore satisfaction for the instructor.
Types of Feedback
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Types of e-feedback include: formative, summative, formal, informal, intrinsic, extrinsic,
internal, informational, instructional, corrective, and appreciative. It may involve activities and
strategies such as: participation, interaction in discussion, feedback to groups about group work
(private or publicly submitted), peer, reflective, authentic, group, individual or collaborative
(Costello & Crane, 2009).
Formative feedback is provided during or after formative assessment. Nicol (2009)
claims that formative assessment is used ―to enhance student learning (formative assessment, or
assessment for learning)‖ (p. 13). Formative assessment should be used early in the course to
provide learners with an opportunity to adjust their work and increase their potential for
success.Formative assessment is especially beneficial for first year learners and learners who
may have concerns about their ability to succeed (Yorke, 2004).Learners should be encouraged
to self-regulate and take responsibility for their learning. Providing supportive formative
feedback where learners decide how they will act on the feedback is one way to promote selfregulation. Another way is to encourage learners to use peer review or peer feedback (Nicol,
2009). Providing formative feedback assists the learning process (Boud, 2009; Bull & McKenna,
2004; O‘Reilly & Morgan, 1999; Sclater, Conole, Warburton & Harvey, 2007).
Summative feedback has multiple purposes. It is used ―to judge and certify learning
achievements (summative assessment, or assessment of learning)‖ (Nicol, 2009, p. 13).
Summative feedback should provide guidance for learners on what was proficient and unique
about their work as well as insight on how to improve for the future. Summative assessment
should take place later in a course as learners need time to experiment with the course content in
a safe manner (Nicol, 2009). It is administered for grading and certification purposes (Boud,
2000; Bull & McKenna, 2004; O‘Reilly & Morgan, 1999). For this reason it is sometimes
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referred to as credit bearing or high stakes (Sclater, Conole, Warburton & Harvey, 2007; Sclater
& Howie, 2003).
Constructive and formative feedback play a large role here, summative assessment is
primarily for making decisions to assign grades (Blumberg, 2009, p. 20). Table 1 outlines
various types of feedback, including formative and summative, that could be used in liberal arts
higher education.

Table 1 Feedback Types

Feedback Type
Description
Formative
used early in the course to provide learners with an opportunity to adjust their
work and increase their potential for success. (Nicol, 2009) providing
feedback to assist the learning process. (Bull & McKenna, 2004; O‘Reilly &
Morgan, 1999; Sclater, Conole, Warburton & Harvey, 2007)
Summative
takes place later in a course as learners need time to experiment with the
course content in a safe manner. (Nicol, 2009)
Formal
requested or expected feedback provided to improve future work. It is usually
associated with submitted assignments and formal online discussions, as well
as course and program evaluations. (Bull & McKenna, 2004; Nicol, 2009;
O‘Reilly & Morgan, 1999)
Informal
provided through informal discussions, body language, tone, choice of words,
etc. (Bull & McKenna, 2004; Nicol, 2009; O‘Reilly & Morgan, 1999)
uninvigilated. (Sclater, Conole, Warburton & Harvey, 2007)
Intrinsic
―feedback that which is given as a natural consequence of the action‖.
(Lourillard, 2007, p. 55)
Extrinsic
―does not occur within the situation but as an external comment on it: right or
wrong, approval or disapproval‖. (Lourillard, 2007, p. 56). It should mimic
intrinsic feedback.
Internal
learners monitor their own work through reflecting and self-assessment.
(Nicol, 2009)
Informational
provides guidance on how well a learner is doing. It may be just a letter grade
or number. Some may consider this to be similar to summative feedback.
(Mohr, 2010)
Instructional
guides the learner on how to improve their work, why their work is
exceptional, or how to take it further. This may be considered part of
formative feedback. (Mohr, 2010)
Corrective
gives information to the learner on what they have done wrong, and why is it
incorrect. (Mohr, 2010)
Appreciative
is the ―Great Work‖ or ―Thanks for sharing your experiences‖ that is
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important for the learner to hear or read. The learner needs to know that what
they do is important and valuable. (Mohr, 2010)
Feedback and assessment is approached differently depending on the instructor‘s
philosophy or theory of learning employed. The JISC (HEFCE) 2010 report claims that an
associative perspective of learning, focuses on acquiring competence, uses assessments that are
frequent, and consider the steps to complete a task. The feedback considers weakness in skill
with the purpose of improving the skill. The constructivist approach to learning focuses on the
learner achieving understanding. The assessment is usually experimentation, discovery or
problem based learning. The feedback is often arises from reflection and self-regulation. The
social constructivist perspective on learning also focuses on learners achieving understanding.
Learner collaboration and involvement in the assessment design are key. The feedback is often
peer feedback. The situative perspective views learning as a social practice where learners are
involved in a community of practice. Authentic and holistic assessments are often used.
Feedback is socially produced from multiple sources.
Guidelines for Providing Feedback
Lourillard (2007) claims that feedback is a weak link in the teaching - learning process
because ―there is only a small amount of relative [feedback] to their learning actions‖ (p. 81).
Using frequent and detailed feedback can improve the weak link. Detailed comments will let a
learner know where they did great work, where they may have misconceptions, and how to
improve. Critical thinking (CT) can be promoted by asking questions, encouraging learners to
take their work to the next level. This can encourage the learners to think about their work, how
it can be improved, what was great about the paper, to reflect on the process and how it can be
improved (Costello & Crane, 2009).
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Critical thinking requires constant reflection, self-regulated deliberations on task,
exploring or generating alternatives, evaluative judgments based on criteria & standards. It has
the added dimensions of intellectual habits, intellectual deliberations and reflexivity. Critical
thinking should: (a) present a critical challenge situation or trigger; (b) require an evaluative
judgment; and (c) require justification for that judgment. Judgments, as the outcome of CT, are
purposefully determined and are integral to forming values and engaging in direct actions.
Without the opportunity to justify their judgements, engagement in and mastery of the CT is
compromised for learners. Learner-produced outcomes would be appropriate; and with guidance,
learners can progress steadily. The assessment should reflect the opportunities provided by
instructors in the instructional and engagement components. Learners need opportunities to
demonstrate their proficiency as well as understand the criteria and standards to which this will
be assessed.
Instructors should inform learners at the beginning of the course, in the syllabus, ideally,
how their assignments should be submitted and how feedback will be provided. Instruct learners
to include their name and the assignment title in the title of the document. Be sure to provide
learners with the level of detail in your feedback, whether paper-based or electronic, that allows
learners to clearly understand what they did well and where they could improve their work.
If using dropboxes for submission of assessment items and returning of feedback setup
dropbox folders for each of the assignments. Become familiar with the applications and
technologies you plan to use and seek support for any questions as they arise. Create a folder on
your hard drive or file storage area in which you will save the learner submissions as well as
your feedback each semester for each of the courses in which you plan to provide feedback in
this manner (Costello, 2009).
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Sewell, Firth and Colvin (2010) relay Fain and Bates‘ (2005) recommendation that
instructors can promote honesty with written assignments by following several principles
including: (a) make clear to learners what plagiarism is, (b) require learners to complete the
writing assignment over a semester, and (c) require documentation of originality.
Nichol (2007) outlines seven principles of good feedback practice, each of which support
the development of learner self-regulation: (a) helps clarify what good performance is (goals,
criteria, standards); (b) facilitates the development of self-assessment and reflection in learning;
(c) delivers high-quality information to learners about their learning; (d) encourages teacher and
peer dialog around learning; (e) encourages positive motivational beliefs and self-esteem; (f)
provides opportunities to close the gap between current and desired performance; and (g)
provides information to teachers that can be used to help shape teaching .
Lizzio and Wilson (2008) claim that learners appreciated feedback that was:
developmentally focused, especially with comments related to the course goals; encouraged
learners; engagement, for example, when a learner felt that the tutor or instructor had taken time
to read and reflect on what was submitted; provided encouragement through acknowledging
achievements and effort; as well as using a ―considerate tone‖ when making comments; and
comments were fair. It is important to be careful of tone as being too brief may be perceived as
brusque or rude (Ko, 2009).
Feedback should be SMART. That is, feedback that is Specific, Meaningful, Applicable,
Reflective and Timely. (Costello & Crane, 2009; Crane 2010). The feedback should be specific
and meaningful to the learners and the current task. It should be transferable to future work. It
should promote introspection for learners and be provided closely upon the assessment event.
Fink (2003) uses FIDeLity feedback. ―This acronym refers to feedback that is Frequent,
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Immediate, and Discriminating (bases on clear criteria and standards), and delivered Lovingly.‖
(p. 83). Frequent feedback aids the learner in avoiding building on their misconceptions and
allows them to see their improvement as the course continues. The sooner the feedback is
provided the better; ideally before they have moved on to other topics. Using a rubric or other
method of clearly stating expectations, criteria and standards helps the instructor remain
objective when providing feedback. Delivered lovingly would require that the learner be the
focus of the feedback. The instructor‘s choice of words, tone, spelling, should be considered.
Providing feedback when overtired often leads to regrettable comments (Costello & Crane,
2009).
When providing feedback, it should be worded so that the learner does not interpret it as
personal criticism, but of their work (Mohr, 2010; Yorke, 2004). To provide learner-centered
feedback, tutors or instructors should demonstrate content knowledge and respect for the learner
(Mohr, 2010). It is important not to overwhelm a learner with feedback but focus on the most
important areas for improvement. Providing feedback is not an opportunity for instructors to
show all they know (Costello & Crane, 2009). Rowntree (1994) suggests considering the
purpose, how and what, standards and resources needed to develop the assessments and
associated feedback.
Learners will appreciate clear and comprehensive feedback on their assignments; the
positive benefits of which will be enhanced by receiving it electronically. E-feedback is suitable
for any assignment. Should an assignment include an activity that cannot be submitted
electronically, such as a presentation or a physical model, learners can still submit a notice of
completion to the instructor to which e-feedback can be appended. Should the presentation be
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recorded, annotations can be provided on the submission itself or in a new feedback file
(Costello & Crane, 2009).
Rubrics can be used to guide assessment as well as feedback. This tool can aid learners in
preparing their assignments, as well as help the marker provide detailed and equitable feedback.
Rippé (2009) reminds us that a ―well-designed rubric is an effective communication tool. It
emphasizes the important skills or concepts to demonstrate. It provides criteria for evaluation and
takes the intangible on an unfamiliar assignment and makes it more tangible.‖
Feedback forms can also be used for guiding peer feedback. ―To use feedback forms for
peer review effectively, the instructor can provide a sample paper that has been scored using the
form‖ (Palloff & Pratt, 2004, p.37). Tuzi (2001) claims that when learners provide peer feedback
they also increase their participation as well as critical thinking skills.
Methods of Providing Feedback in the Digital Era
Bates‘ (2008) comments that:
the technology of teaching is only one of many different variables that influence
the effectiveness of learning. In particular, the way a particular technology is
used – more accurately, its quality – is very important. … It is important to look
at the conditions that lead to the successful or inappropriate use of different
technologies. In particular, the appropriateness of a particular technology will
depend on the context in which it is to be used (p. 222).

Many methods are suitable for e-feedback in multiple contexts (a) automated tutors; (b)
peer feedback; (c) auto-scoring of assignments; (d) reflective networks; (e) written comments on
an assignment; (f) oral comments in discussion group; (g) meta-verbals; (h) emoticons; (g) selfchecks; and (h) ePortfolio (Anderson, 2008; Costello, 2009; Costello & Crane, 2009; Crane,
2010).
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Byrd Steinweg, Carver Williams and Hopefengardner Warren (2006) reported learners‘
preferences for e-feedback as (a) typed in document; (b) handwritten digital file; (c) handwritten
mailed (d) phone feedback; (e) highlighted rubric; and (f) face-to-face.
Denton, Madden, Roberts and Rowe (2008) report that emailing e-feedback expedites its
return. They also suggest the use of pre-written comments that would be common across
multiple assignments to aid in providing feedback. Learners perceived that the electronic
feedback was: clearer; easier to read and understand; fairer; and had more relevance to the
learners‘ work. These technologies not only augment the teaching and learning process but also
provide data and/or artifacts that can help to satisfy assessment objectives (Buzzetto-More &
Alade, 2006).
There are several technologies for providing electronic feedback: (a) word processors; (b)
pen technology (tablet); (c)digital audio ; (d) digital video (e) automated; and (f) personal
response systems. These methods and examples are discussed below.
Word processing or typed feedback both clarifies the marking scheme while being easier
to read than handwritten comments. It also reduces marking time and expedites its return
(Denton, Madden, Roberts & Rowe, 2008). Typing comments on a document using track
changes, comment bubbles, notes, text boxes or by placing documents in tables and recording
comments in a newly added column is a quick and convenient means of seeing feedback and
parts of the assignments to which they relate. The comments can easily be aligned to the area of
the text to which the feedback relates. Annotated files should be converted to a portable
document format (pdf) before returning to learners for security purposes (Costello, 2009;
Costello & Crane, 2009).
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Related to word processing is the use of tools in Adobe pdf files. Users can avail of tools
such as the typewriter, highlighter, call out box, sticky, free style pen or text boxes to record
feedback. Both audio and video files may be embedded in the pdf files; though this often
dramatically increases the document‘s file size.
Pen top computing allows teachers to review, comment, add to, and access handwritten
learner notes and work. The pen technology requires instructors to ‗write‘ their comments on the
learner‘s paper on screen and save these comments to the file. The script can also be converted to
text with some technologies. This provides flexibility in terms of being able to jot notes in the
paper‘s column, as was always done, in providing feedback. The instructor is not daunted with
having to type feedback but simply ‗write‘ it (Costello, 2009; Costello & Crane, 2009).
Steinweg, Williams and Warren (2006) report that tablet PC feedback allows ―efficient,
specific, and detailed feedback on assignments.‖ (p. 11). Numerous benefits noted include: (a)
instructors can more effectively respond to assignments; (b) less instructor time required; (c)
variety of visual effects – coloured ink, highlighter, line width; (d) ease of comment correction
and erasure; and (e) personalized interactions between instructor and learners. The written text
can be saved to the learner‘s assignment, having been automatically converted to electronic text
font. Using a tablet PC to provide feedback increases efficiency and details in feedback.
Instructors are able to make comments in the margins using a stylus and return the work to
learners. Learners appreciate see exactly where the improvements can be made and see this as a
―personal touch‖.
Audio feedback‘s portability and easiness necessitates minimal training for users;
allowing for quick creation, downloading and playing of files in multiple formats on numerous
devices which can be listened to at learner‘s convenience. Compact, portable file types are mp3
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and wav files. Reportedly, being able to attune to instructors‘ nuances in messages also has a
positive impact on learners‘ cognition and engagement. (Oomen-Early, Bold, Wiginton, Gallien
& Anderson, 2008). Audio feedback reportedly is preferred to text-based feedback as it
facilitates conveyance of nuances while enabling retention and application of content. This
method also helps depict instructors as positive influences for learners (Ice, Phillips, Curtis &
Wells, 2007). Oomen-Early, et al (2008) note that technology can mediate human relationships
affording a sense of presence, cognizance, and connection. Recording audio feedback provides a
means for instructors to ‗say‘ what they would like regarding the assignment. The audio file is
either attached to the electronic assignment or returned to the learner as feedbacks file (Costello,
2009; Costello & Crane, 2009). Merry and Orsmond (2008) found that the use of audio feedback
was appreciated by learners. Learners found that the tutor‘s tone of voice and inflection aided in
understanding. Many learners listened to the audio files multiple times and made notes on their
assignments.
Ice, Curtis, Phillips and Wells (2007) used audio and text feedback in a graduate level
course. Learners appreciated and preferred the audio feedback claiming that audio feedback
provided nuance that is not easily conveyed in text alone. Learners reported feeling more
engaged, often replaying the audio. As a result of the audio feedback, the learners reported a
belief that the instructor cared about them as individuals. Also, learners reported that they
retained the information obtained in the audio feedback more that information received via text.
Instructors reported shorter marking time while increasing the number of comments or
suggestions provided, creating a win-win situation. It increased teaching presence and at the
same time decreased social distance. Learners reported that they believed that the instructors who
used audio feedback care more about the learners‘ work.
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Video feedback affords multiple communication benefits not otherwise possible (Denton,
Madden, Roberts & Rowe, 2008) such as body language, facial expressions, objects,
demonstrations, etc.. Increasing the teaching presence through video feedback was shown to
have a positive impact on the learners (Parton, Crain-Dorough & Hancock, 2010). Multiple video
formats are available, including mp4, mov, and avi. A one-minute video will take upwards of
1MG of storage space making them less portable than audio.
Digital video/audio lecture capturing synched with tablet pc presentations and activities
provide an archived record of teaching effectiveness for assessment demonstration (Costello,
2009). According to the HEFCE 2010 report, learners believe that video or audio feedback is a
more personal approach and provides more helpful detail than written feedback.
Automated feedback is provided by the computer. When a learner completes a task, such
as a drag and drop exercise or a multiple choice question, the learner can be provided with
immediate feedback. This may require some programming, but if carefully done, the program
can be reused for other activities. Another advantage of these programmed exercises is that
learners can repeat them multiple times. It‘s important when designing the automated feedback
to allow learners a way to advance to the next stage.
Integrated student response keypads (clickers) allow for real time whole class questioning
and data collection and analysis (Costello & Crane, 2009). Clickers can be provided to learners
with course packs or, in many cases, learners can use their handheld devices (smart phones or
itouch) to submit responses. They provide immediate feedback as learners are able to see both
the correct response to instructor‘s questions and compare their own responses to that of the rest
of the class. This gives a good indicator of their own personal learning and an indication to the
instructor of how the class is progressing or may need additional instruction.
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Conclusion
Learner-centered feedback is an important component of the learning process. Therefore,
anything that instructors or markers can do to increase the impact of feedback in an efficient
manner is worth doing. Providing effective feedback in an efficient manner is a challenge
(Crane, 2010). Technology and planning can reduce the time and energy required to provide
valuable feedback. Initially, it may require extra time but it will save time in the long run.
Friesen (2009) suggests ―learning something about these technologies, about their educational
contextualization, and to compare this knowledge with the ways that technology and its
educational contextualization is already understood in the research‖. (p. 39).
Feedback and assessment are intricately related. The feedback discussed here has been in
response to assessment and is not discipline-dependent. Many strategies and technologies may be
used in creating and disseminating this feedback. In JISC 2010 report on Effective Assessment in
the Digital Age”, Mark Russell is quoted as saying: ―Good assessment is the right of all our
students‖ (HEFCE, p. 7.). Taking this a step further: quality feedback is the right of all learners.
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